PRIZE LEVEL 9
$1500
600544 Compound Bow Set
621990 Vibrobot Kit
621481 Helicopter Copperhead
621364 Scout Shop Gift Card $50.00

PRIZE LEVEL 8
$1000
634407 Lego® Chevy Camaro Drag Race Kit
618451 Boy Scout® Tinker Swiss Army Knife
619628 Cub Scout® Tinker Swiss Army Knife
634168 RC Car Rock Crawler

PRIZE LEVEL 7
$850
634167 RC Hummer 1:16 scale
634182 Marshmallow Blaster
634183 Star Wars Millennium Falcon
Model with Lights
618984 RC Helicopter

PRIZE LEVEL 6
$600
633898 Voice Changer
615782 BSA® Deluxe Knife
623138 Petzl® Boy Scout Headlamp
634414 Lego Onuno Uniter Kit

Products subject to substitution of equal or greater value.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Level</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| PRIZE LEVEL 5 | $450  
634191 HEXBUG® Aquabot Jellyfish  
629411 Tenzi Game  
61050 Binoculars 8 x 22  
615774 Green Rubber Lock Back Knife |
| PRIZE LEVEL 4 | $350  
638896 Luci® Solar Lantern  
615777 Cub Scout Utility Knife  
634196 RC Corvette 1:24 scale  
624334 Nite Ize® Flashlight |
| PRIZE LEVEL 3 | $225  
621410 Zero-Gravity Fridge Rover  
7414 Aqua Blu Crystal Kit  
634181 Marshmallow Straight Shooter  
7408 Stone Lab Science Kit |
| PRIZE LEVEL 2 | $100  
633887 Nite Ize LED Mini Glowstick  
17177 Bug Cage Duplex Wood Kit  
17878 Bottle Carabiner Leather Kit  
604325 Zipper Pull Thermometer with Compass |
| PRIZE LEVEL 1 | $25  
633893 Participation Patch |

GALACTIC PATCH COLLECTION SEGMENTS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Military Patch 634411</th>
<th>Online Sales Patch 634410</th>
<th>Seller Club Patch 634409</th>
<th>Top Seller Pin 634412</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Prize order form

Prize total must not exceed sales level achieved. Select a single prize from your sales level category. Pack/Troop No. __________

Name ____________________________  
Total Sales: ______________________  
Quantity _________________________
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